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Can we auto-correct humanity

Did you know that the average person can spend 4 years of their life looking down on their phone? – Prince EaHere is a video that will have a strong impact on your perspective if you allow it... Recently one of the team came on and we had to share it with you! It is the crucial importance of everything we
have been talking about recently – the principle of personal vision; change our attitudes, the way we think about ourselves, our perceptions of each other and the world around us. This video will help you to see and feel something different, it will help you to change your personal vision, if only for a few
moments. Our job is to continue to work on it, to change it, to continue to see and think differently, and not to be dictated by people, situations and things in the world around us. Changing our attitude to life is one of the most fundamental things we can do as human beings, as they affect EVERYTHING
from our working life to our lives to our domestic lives to meeting a challenge! As Prince Ea says in the video: You have the choice, we have to do it ourselves, we have to be controlled, make a decision... For more instructions on how to do this, please contact us. Video courtesy of Prince Ea La traduction
de Can Auto-correct Humanity de Prince Ea est disponible en bas de page juste aprés les paroles originals Did you know that the average person spends 4 years of his life looking down on his phone? Somehow ironic, isn't it? How these touchscreens can lose contact with us But it's no wonder in a world
full of iMac, iPads and iPhones So many is, so many selfies, not enough us and we see technology has made us more selfish and separate than ever cause while claiming to connect us, connection hasn't gotten any better and let me first express Mr. Zuckerberg , not to be rude, but you should reclassify
Facebook what it is: an antisocial network cause while we are great friends lists so many of us are friendsless All alone cause friendships are more broken than the screens on our phones We sit at home on our computers measuring self-worth by the number of followers and likes to ignore those who
actually love us It seems , We'd rather write an angry post than talk to someone who could actually hug us I'm listening? You tell me because I asked a friend the day before yesterday: Let's come together face to face. And said: Good. What time do you want Skype? I answered with omg, srs, and then a
smh's And realized what to do with me? Don't I have the patience to converge without abbreviation? This is the generation of media via stimulation chats have been reduced to snapshots The messages are 140 character videos are 6 seconds at high speed And you wonder why ADD is on the rise faster
than 4G LTE But, getting a load of these studies show the attention span of the average adult Is a second lower than that of a goldfish So if you are one of the few people or aquatic animals that do not yet click or close this video, congratulations Let me make a decision me? I don't want to spoil a precious
moment anymore by picking it up with a phone, I'm just going to keep it, I don't want to take a photo of all my meals anymore, I'm just going to eat them, I don't want the new app, the new software or the new update and if I want to post an old photo that says I have to wait until Thursday , I am so tired to
play in the pageantry of vanity and conformto This accepted form of digital madness call me crazy, but, I imagine a world in which we smile when we have low batteries cause, which means that we will be one bar closer - to humanity. Did you know that the average person spends 4 years of his life looking
down on his phone? Somehow ironic, isn't it? How these touchscreens can lose contact with us But it's no wonder in a world full of iMac, iPads and iPhones So many is, so many selfies, not enough us and we see technology has made us more selfish and separate than ever cause while claiming to
connect us, connection hasn't gotten any better and let me first express Mr. Zuckerberg , not to be rude, but you should reclassify Facebook what it is: an antisocial network cause while we are great friends lists so many of us are friendsless All alone cause friendships are more broken than the screens on
our phones We sit at home on our computers measuring self-worth by the number of followers and likes to ignore those who actually love us It seems , We'd rather write an angry post than talk to someone who could actually hug us I'm listening? You tell me because I asked a friend the day before
yesterday: Let's come together face to face. And said: Good. What time do you want Skype? I answered with omg, srs, and then a few smh's and realized what to do with me? Don't I have the patience to converge without abbreviation? This is the generation of media via stimulation chats have been
reduced to snapshots The messages are 140 character videos are 6 seconds at high speed And you wonder why ADD is on the rise faster than 4G LTE But, getting a load of these studies show the attention span of the average adult today is one second lower that of a goldfish So, if , you are one of the few
people or aquatic animals that still click or close this video, congratulations Let me say you have a choice, yes But these my friends we can not auto-correct, we must do it ourselves Take control or be controlled to make a decision to make me? I don't want to spoil a precious moment anymore by picking it
up with a phone that I'm just going to keep. Will. I'm just going to eat them I don't want the new app, the new software, or the new update And if I want to post an old photo that says I have to wait until Thursday, I'm so tired of being on the side of vanity and compliant with this accepted form of digital
madness Call me crazy, but, I imagine a world in which we smile when we have low batteries cause that we're going to be closer to a bar. The author asks: Can we find balance in a world that constantly asks for our attention and our updates? [GALLO/GETTY] Rapper Prince Ea shares his views on the
digital madness that makes many of us consume technology. Show moreShow more See, technology has made us more selfish and separate than ever before, because while it claims to connect us, the connection hasn't gotten any better. Did you know that the average person spends four years of his life
looking down on a mobile phone? Ironically, isn't it, how can these touchscreens lose contact with us? But it's no wonder in a world full of iMacs, iPads and iPhones. So many is, so many selfies, not enough us and us. Look, technology has made us more selfish and segregated than ever before, because
while it claims to connect us, the connection hasn't gotten any better. And first of all, Mr Zuckerberg, let me not be rude, but you should reclassify Facebook as what it is: an anti-social network. While we have big lists of friends, so many of us are friendly, all alone, because friendships are more broken than
the screens on our phones. We sit at home on our computers and measure self-esteem by number and lean nature and ignore those who really love us. It seems that we'd rather write an angry post than talk to someone who could actually hug us. Am I listening? They tell me, because I asked a friend the
other day: Let's meet face to face, he said, What time do you want Skype? I replied with OMG. And so I rested in a series of estimates and realized: What about me? Don't I have the patience to speak without a shortcut? This is the production of media via stimulation. Chats have been reduced to snaps.
The messages are 140 characters, videos with six seconds at high speed, and you wonder why ADD is on the rise faster than 4g LTE. But get a burden of this steady show. The attention span of the average adult today is one second lower than that of a goldfish. So if you have a few people who are



aquatic animals that still click or close this video, congratulations. In conclusion, you have a choice, yes, but we cannot automatically correct these, my friends. We have to do it ourselves. Take control or get controlled. Make a decision. I, I no longer want to spoil a precious moment by taking it up with a
phone; I'm just going to keep it. I don't want to take a photo of all my meals anymore, I'm just going to eat them. I don't want the new app, the new software the new update. And if I want to post the old photo, who says I have to wait until Thursday? I am so tired of appearing in the vanity of vanity and
adapting to this accepted form of digital madness. Call me crazy, but I imagine a world where we smile when we have low batteries, because that means it will be a bar closer to humanity. SEE FULL VIDEO by Prince Ea #divatranscriptions #Technology #Internet #humanconnections
#humaninteractionversustechnology #choice #livethemoment #enoughantisocial #enoughantisocial
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